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0 . Abstract

The results of an earlier experiment contained indi-
cations that the degree of voicing in the phonetic
context affected the perception of voicing in Dutch
two-obstruent sequences. This was confirmed in a
separate perception experiment. The articulatory/
acoustic measurements obtained in a production
experiment refute an explanation in terms of a per-
ception mechanism in which regularities in speech
production are embodied. The phonetic context effect
appears to be a purely perceptual phenomenon.

1 . Introduction

Up to only a few decades ago, assimilation of voice
in Dutch two-obstruent sequences was investigated by
linguists who scored instances of assimilation by
ear, often after a single presentation of the utter-
ance. The results of these investigations varied
considerably, leading to a great variation of opin-
ions upon the subject [12]. In this contribution we
will try to show that one of the possible causes for
this lack of agreement may be found in the phonetic
context of the two-obstruent sequences.
According to Crystal's [7] definition, assimilation
‘is 'the influence of one sound segment upon the
articulation of another so that the two sounds
become more alike, or identical'. In line with this
definition, we too consider assimilation to be an
essentially articulatory phenomenon. If in a two-
obstruent sequence assimilation of voice takes
place, both consonants will be produced with the
same vocal fold setting: vibrating or non-vibrating.
This point of view was the basis for a number of
articulatory/acoustic measurements relating to vocal
fold behaviour during the production of the obstru-
ent sequence [12].
The consonantal sequence in which assimilation of
voice has taken place may be perceived as a sequence
of two voiced (or two voiceless) consonants. How-
ever, one may perceive two consonants as having the
same voicing status in spite of the fact that assi-
milation of voice did not take place [14]. In that
case it is obvious that voicing cues (i.e. acoustic
cues to the voicing status of the consonants in
question) other than the auditory result of the
presence or absence of vocal fold vibration are used
by the listener. At the Institute of Phonetics in
Nijmegen (IFN) the effect of voicing cues on the
perception of voicing in two-obstruent sequences is
being investigated in a series of experiments. As
was the case with single voiced and voiceless ob-
struents in Dutch [13], a number of cues were found
to affect the perception of voicing in such C1Cz
sequences [1,2,3].
One of the factors that may affect the perception of
voicing in C10; sequences appears to be the degree
of voicing in the consonants in the context. Indica-
tions to that effect were found in an earlier study
[4] set up to investigate the most suitable type of

stimuli for a large series of experiments on the
perception of voicing in CICz sequences. In this
paper we will briefly discuss this study (section
2). The results gave rise to an experiment specifi-
cally designed to investigate such phonetic context
effects on the perception of voicing in C102
sequences [5]. This experiment is presented in sec- -
tion 3 of this paper. In section 4, several hypothe-
ses will be forwarded that may explain the results

obtained. In order to be able to choose between the
hypotheses a production experiment was run, which 15
discussed in section 5.
All experiments employed heterorganic two-obstruel'1t
sequences (C102) to avoid problems arising from the
use of (homorganic) geminates. Because of restric-

tions inherent in Dutch [6] the sequences con51sted
of a phonologically voiceless obstruent (C1) f01'
lowed by a phonologically voiced one (02).

2. Investigation of optimal" stimulus form

In this first experiment [4] we investigate‘1 the
perception of voicing in two-obstruent sequences
that were part of two successive syllables
(CiVCI-CZVCf). One of the aims of this study was t°
investigate whether the linguistic status. 9f the
stimuli would affect the perception of veicmg in
such sequences. To this purpose the CiCz sequence-25
were embedded in three types of linguistic context.-

(a) a word pair that was part- of a meaningful sen
tence;

(b) the same word pair in isolation; _
(c) an utterance made up of two meaningless sylla

bles; these nonwords were obtained by changing
the initial consonant (Cg) of the first word an

the final consonant (Cf) of the second word 0d

the same pairs as used in conditions (a) an
(b)- .

All stimuli were generated by means of 8 Spied;
synthesis-by-rules system available at the.Il'IStltu _
of Phonetics Nijmegen [ll]. Eighteen SUbJECtS ’13:?-
ticipated, who identified the consonants and m 1
cated what sequence they had heard in a f9“;
choice task with four response alternatives: V0101“
voiced, notation ("H“); Voiceless-voiced; “Otatln
(-+); voiceless-voiceless, notation (")3 ace
voiced-voiceless, notation (+-). This 1851'- sequen
is irregular in Dutch according to the gene“; 5:
accepted phonological rules, but it was neverthe :or

included. because the subjects felt the need
this response category.

No differences in the perception of voicing 1“ 6;?
secluences were observed between the sentence (X1:word pair conditions. However, a Significant een
12.30, df=6, P<.01) difference was found be“
word pairs and nonwords. . eneeThree possible explanations for this differ
offer themselves:
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1)A lexical explanation: the listener is inclined

to interpret the perceived sounds so that they

make up an existing word. We may expect, there-

fore, that the responses show a bias towards the

perception of meaningful words, and consequently

towards the perception of a voiceless consonant

foUowed by a voiced one, which yields a string

of unaltered words. In those cases where a non-

word can be changed into a word by a shift in the

voicing status of one of the members of the CICz

sequence, the meaningful word is expected to pre-

vail. A shift away from the voiceless-vorced

responses can then be expected. Nothing of the

kind is observed; on the contrary. nonwords show

more voiceless-voiced responses than word airs.

2)A phonological explanation: the listener 5 per-

ception is subject to his knowledge of phonolpgi-

cal rules, particularly in a language-mode of

listening. Therefore, we expect that the subjects

will perceive more 'regular sequences in .word

pairs than in nonwords. So, we expect a higher

number of voiced-voiced responses in word pairs

with obstruent-stop sequences, and a higher num-

ber of voiceless-voiceless responses in word

Pairs with obstruent-fricative sequences [6].

The results are to the contrary: we observed more

irregular sequences (voiced-voiceless) in words

than in nonwords. .
M A phonetic explanation: a change in the sound

structure of the context might have affected per-

ception. Since the linguistic and phonologlcal
explanations did not adequately predict the

observed response patterns, we were left wrth’thg

Phonetic explanation. The nonwords were derive

from the word pairs by altering the initial (Cl)
and the final (Cf) consonant. Therefore, the only

Nmnetic difference betWeen the word pairs and

the nonwords was in the C: and the Cf. 50, if a
difference in the phonetic context affects the

Parception of voicing in the C16; sequences, it

is obvious that the alterations in C; and Cr must

be the cause for the perceptual differences

observed.

AnanalYsis of the results showed that in those cas-
m where Ci and/or Cf was changed into a vorceless

cmmonant. the number of responses containing veice
1%5 Ci's and Cz's increased. A more detailed analy;

5“ suggested that changes in the voicing status cd

i WGIe related to changes in C; responses,_ a3

ch““1863 in the voicing status of Ct to changes in 2

resPOnSes. Since this phonetic context effect was

Mt exPected, we had not controlled for the Y01C1Eg

“an“ 0f the phonetic context when generating the

stmmlus material. In order to investigate t e

EffECt more systematically, a new experiment, sped

cifically designed for this purpose. was carrie
Out .

J'Tbe effect of voiced/voiceless contexts on the
Pmteption of voicing in C10: sequences

Um effECt of voicing in the phonetic context on the

Pflxepti°n 0f Voicing in two-obstruent sequences was

“weStigated in synthetically generated nonwords of

te type ClVCxczVCf. Both syllables were stressed,

the hr“ 1’ ' d b a fall in the
Y a rise the secon y '

hzggamental frequenc§ contour [8]. The vowel in

syllables was an a . The phonetic context; the
11“jependent variable, Ca: formed by Ci and CI. 30th
cmfld be either an /s/ (voiceless context): or an
IM (Voiced context). The C1C2 sequences used wer:

POSsible heterorganic combinations of labial 2n
sunal Obstruents, viz. /pd, tb, fd, sb,_pz, tv, a:

VA on the basis of the results of prev1ous expetl

ms the SYnthesis parameters were chosen so 35 to
ld Stimuli that were ambiguous with respect to

the perceptual voicing status of C1 and C1. This

implies that the stop-stop sequences had a closure
interval of 125 ms, and the other sequences one of

140 ms. The stimuli were synthesized without period-

icity during the closure interval. Procedure and

response categories were as described above.

Table 1: Frequencies of perceived voicing in 0102

sequences as a function of the voicing status of the

context (in Z).

context (f+) (-+) (--) (+-)

n--n 33.6 44.8 10.3 11.4
s--n 19.5 61.6 12.2 6.7
s--s 14.5 50.3 27.2 8.0
n--s 26.3 35.2 22.0 16.6

The results (see Tables 1 and 2) showed a highly

significant effect of voicing status of the phonetic

context. With a voiced Ci, viz. /n/, a significantly

(X‘=107.77, df=l, p<.001) higher number of vorced C;

percepts was observed than with a voiceless 9;, Viz.

/s/. With a voiced Cf (/n/) significantly (x =86.87,

df=1, p<.001) more voiced C2 5 were perceived than

with a voiceless Cf (/s/). ’ .

The voicing status of C; was found to have no 51g-

nificant effect on the perception of Cg, nor did the

voicing status of Cf affect C1 perception. There-

'fore, it would seem that effects of voicing in the

context are restricted to the syllable. Howover, it

remains possible that such effects can occur over

longer temporal distances, and thus across syllable

boundaries.

Table 2: Frequencies of C; and 0; responses if a

function of the voicing status of the initial an

final context (in Z).

context C1=(+) C1=(-) C;=(+) C1=(-)

-- 43.8 56.2 69.9 30.1

2-- 24.4 75.6 73.0 27.0

-‘ 35.5 64.5 79.8 20.2

--2 32.7 67.3 63.1 36.9

4. Discussion

In this section we will discuss fiur differegt

' the resu ts o aine .
theses that may explain .

Thgofirst two are based on the assumption thai the

erceptual mechanism uses its awareness of reguhar:S

gies in speech production. The other two hypot es

are purely perceptual in nature.

A1) Perceptual compensation of coarticulatory dif-

ferences

Let us assume that a difference in :he iegiiguzf

voicing in the context leads to a dif erextihepe is a

tion of the 01C; sequence. In that case, ensation

round for a mechanism like perceptua comp; rm er;

According to this mechanism listeners pe; o rogue-

ce tual corrections for differences in t e p t al

'pn of natural speech that arise from contex Lns

ihgluences [10]. The result of these cirrect2222tic

that no differences are perceived. n sy oustic

s eech stimuli in which these articulatory/ac cha-

P f ences are absent, the same compensation me

dlf er‘11 lead to perceptual differences. When we

glglyyghis to voicing in the context, we come to the

fgllowing argument.

In order to explain our

have to assume that in na

present results, we would

tural speech C; (or Cz) is
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0. Abstract

The results of an earlier experiment contained indi-
cations that the degree of voicing in the phonetic
context affected the perception of voicing in Dutch
two-obstruent sequences. This was confirmed in a
separate perception experiment. The articulatory/
acoustic measurements obtained in a production
experiment refute an explanation in terms of a per-
ception mechanism in which regularities in speech
production are embodied. The phonetic context effect
appears to be a purely perceptual phenomenon.

1 . Introduction

Up to only a few decades ago, assimilation of voice
in Dutch two-obstruent sequences was investigated by
linguists who scored instances of assimilation by
ear, often after a single presentation of the utter-
ance. The results of these investigations varied
considerably, leading to a great variation of opin-
ions upon the subject [12]. In this contribution we
will try to show that one of the possible causes for
this lack of agreement may be found in the phonetic
context of the two-obstruent sequences.
According to Crystal's [7] definition, assimilation
‘is 'the influence of one sound segment upon the
articulation of another so that the two sounds
become more alike, or identical'. In line with this
definition, we too consider assimilation to be an
essentially articulatory phenomenon. If in a two<
obstruent sequence assimilation of voice takes
place, both consonants will be produced with the
same vocal fold setting: vibrating or non-vibrating.
This point of view was the basis for a number of
articulatory/acoustic measurements relating to vocal
fold behaviour during the production of the obstru-
ent sequence [12].
The consonantal sequence in which assimilation of
voice has taken place may be perceived as a sequence
of two voiced (or two voiceless) consonants. How-
ever, one may perceive two consonants as having the
same voicing status in spite of the fact that assi-
milation of voice did not take place [14]. In that
case it is obvious that voicing cues (i.e. acoustic
cues to the voicing status of the consonants in
question) other than the auditory result of the
presence or absence of vocal fold vibration are used
by the listener. At the Institute of Phonetics in
Nijmegen (IFN) the effect of voicing cues on the
perception of voicing in two-obstruent sequences is
being investigated in a series of experiments. As
was the case with single voiced and voiceless ob-
struents in Dutch [13], a number of cues were found
to affect the perception of voicing in such c,c,
sequences [1,2,3].
One of the factors that may affect the perception of
voicing in 01C; sequences appears to be the degree
of voicing in the consonants in the context. Indica-
tions to that effect were found in an earlier study
[4] set up to investigate the most suitable type of

stimuli for a large series of experiments on the
perception of voicing in CICz sequences. In this
paper we will briefly discuss this study (sectnm
2). The results gave rise to an experiment specifr
cally designed to investigate such phonetic cmnext
effects on the perception of voicing in 01%
sequences [5]. This experiment is presented hiseo -
tion 3 of this paper. In section 4, several hypothr
ses will be forwarded that may explain the resuhs

obtained. In order to be able to choose between the
hypotheses a production experiment was run, which n

discussed in section 5.
All experiments employed heterorganic two-obstruel1t
sequences (C102) to avoid problems arising from gm
use of (homorganic) geminates. Because of restrnr

tions inherent in Dutch [6] the sequences con51fl£d
of a phonologically voiceless obstruent (C1) fob
lowed by a phonologically voiced one (C2).

2. Investigation of optimal stimulus form

In this first experiment [4] we investigatEd the
perception of voicing in two-obstruent sequuwes
that were part of two successive syllables
(CiVC1-C1VCI). One of the aims of this study "65 t°
investigate whether the linguistic status. of the
stimuli would affect the perception of vorcnm in

such sequences. To this purpose the C1Cz Sequawes
were embedded in three types of linguistic contextl

(a) a word pair that was part of a meaningful sen
tence;

(b) the same word pair in isolation; _
(c) an utterance made up of two meaningless Sylia

bles; these nonwords were obtained by changnfi
the initial consonant (Cg) of the first word an

the final consonant (Cf) of the second word 0d

the same pairs as used in conditions (a) an
00- .

All stimuli were generated by means of 8 Sptecfle
synthesis-by-rules system available at the Instit“_
of Phonetics Nijmegen [11]. Eighteen subJ99t5,p§£
ticipated, who identified the consonants and 1n1
cated what sequence they had heard in a fort:-
choice task with four response alternatives: V01cim
voiced, notation (++); voiceless-voiced. notatin

(-+); voiceless-voiceless, notation ("li ace
voiced-voiceless, notation (+-). This laSt Sequmfi
is irregular in Dutch according to the gener: 5:
accepted phonological rules, but it was neverthe:or
included. because the subjects felt the need
this response category.

No differences in the perception of voicing 1“ 6;?
sequences were observed between the sentence(x1=
word pair conditions. However, 3 Significant een
12.30, df=6, P<.01) difference was found bet”
word pairs and nonwords. . eneeThree possible explanations for this differ
offer themselves:
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1)A lexical explanation: the listener is inclined

to interpret the perceived sounds so that they

make up an existing word. We may expect, there-

fore, that the responses show a bias towards the

perception of meaningful words, and consequently

towards the perception of a voiceless consonant

foUowed by a voiced one, which yields a string

of unaltered words. In those cases where a non-

word can be changed into a word by a shift in the

voicing status of one of the members of the 010;

sequence, the meaningful word is expected to pre'

Vail. A shift away from the voiceless-vorced

responses can then be expected. Nothing of the

kind is observed; on the contrary. nonwords show

more voiceless-voiced responses than word airs.

2)A phonological explanation: the listener 5 per-

ception is subject to his knowledge of phonolpgi-

cal rules, particularly in a language-mode of

listening. Therefore, we expect that the subjects

will perceive more 'regular sequences in ‘word

pairs than in nonwords. So, we expect a higher

number of voiced-voiced responses in word pairs

with obstruent-stop sequences, and a higher num-

ber of voiceless-voiceless responses in word

Pairs with obstruent-fricative sequences [6].

The results are to the contrary: we observed more

irregular sequences (voiced-voiceless) in words

than in nonwords. _
M A phonetic explanation: a change in the sound

structure of the context might have affected per-

ception. Since the linguistic and phonoIOglcal
explanations did not adequately predict the

observed response patterns, we were left wrth'thg

Phonetic explanation. The nonwords were derive

from the word pairs by altering the initial (C1)
and the final (Cf) consonant. Therefore, the only

mmnetic difference between the word pairs and

the nonwords was in the Ci and the Cf. So, if a

difference in the phonetic context affects the

perception of voicing in the C16; sequences, it

is obvious that the alterations in C3 and Cr must

be the cause for the perceptual differences
observed.

AnanalYsis of the results showed that in those cas-
m where Ci and/or Cf was changed into a vorceless

cmmonant. the number of responses containing vorce

135 Ci's and Cz's increased. A more detailed analy;
sm suggested that‘changes in the voicing status cd

i were related to changes in C1 responses._ 83

changes in the voicing status of Ct to changes 1" Z
resP0nses. Since this phonetic context effect was

Mt exPected, we had not controlled for the YOlClEg

“3““ 0f the phonetic context when generating the

stmmlus material. In order to investigate t e

EHECt more systematically, a new experiment, sped

fifically designed for this purpose, was cattle
Out .

J'Tbe effect of voiced/voiceless contexts on the
Pmreption of voicing in C10: sequences

Du effect of voicing in the phonetic context on the
meption of Voicing in two-obstruent sequences was

lnveStigated in synthetically generated nonwords of
te type CiVC1C2VCf. Both syllables were stressed,

am fiISt by a rise, the second by a fall in the

undamentfll frequency contour [8]. The vowel in
.°th syllables was an /a/. The phonetic context, the

Independent variable, was formed by Ci and Cf- 30th
Cmud be either an /s/ (voiceless context): or an

[M (V°i°ed context). The C1C2 sequences used wer:

P°Ssible heterorganic combinations of labial an

s?mal obStruents, viz. /pd, tb, fd, Sb, P2, tV, £71
A On the basis of the results of prev1ous experi

m§ms the Synthesis parameters were chosen so 35 to

ld Stimuli that were ambiguous with resPECt t°

the perceptual voicing status of C1 and C1. This

implies that the stop-stop sequences had a closure
interval of 125 ms, and the other sequences one of

140 ms. The stimuli were synthesized without period-

icity during the closure interval. Procedure and

response categories were as described above.

Table 1: Frequencies of perceived voicing in 0102

sequences as a function of the voicing status of the

context (in Z).

context (f+) (-+) (--) (+-)

n--n 33.6 44.8 10.3 11.4
s--n 19.5 61.6 12.2 6.7
s--s 14.5 50.3 27.2 8.0
n--s 26.3 35.2 22.0 16.6

The results (see Tables 1 and 2) showed a highly

significant effect of voicing status of the phonetic

context. With a voiced Ci, viz. /n/, a significantly

(x‘=107.77, df=l, p<.001) higher number of vorcedlcl

percepts was observed than with a voiceless Ci, Viz.

/s/. With a voiced Cf (/n/) significantly (x =86.87,

df=1, p<.001) more voiced C2 5 were perceived than

with a voiceless Ct (/s/). ’ .

The voicing status of C; was found to have no Sig-

nificant effect on the perception of C2, nor did the

voicing status of Cf affect C; perception. There-

’fore, it would seem that effects of voicing in the

context are restricted to the syllable. Howover, it

remains possible that such effects can occur over

longer temporal distances, and thus across syllable

boundaries.

Table 2: Frequencies of C; and 01 responses if a

function of the voicing status of the initial an

final context (in Z).

context C:=(+) C1=(-) C;=(+) C2=(')

-- 43.8 56.2 69.9 30.1

2" 24.4 75.6 73.0 27.0

-' 35.5 64.5 79.8 20.2

"2 32.7 67.3 63.1 36.9

4. Discussion

In this section we will discuss fqur differegt

' the resu ts o aine .
theses that may explain .

Thgofirst two are based on the assumption thai the

erceptual mechanism uses its awareness of reguhar:S

gies in speech production. The other two hypot es

are purely perceptual in nature.

A1) Perceptual compensation of coarticulatory dif-

ferences

that a difference in the degree of

EZECIEE iiffih: context leads to a differezfi péoggc;

tion of the C1C2 sequence. In that case, egation

round for a mechanism like perceptual compfn er;

ficcording to this mechanisqflisqggfrinpifieogiosuc-

' ' eren

ceptua; i:;:::550::e;;f that arise from contextual

tElcfnllneonces [10]. The result of these correctiiisti:

that no differences are perceived. In sy20u2tic

s eech stimuli in which these articulatory/a cha—

P f ences are absent, the same compensation me

dlf er‘11 lead to perceptual differences. When we

glglyyghis to voicing in the context, we come to the

fgllowing argument.

In order to explain our

have to assume that in na

present results, we would

tural speech C; (or Cg) is
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produced with stronger 'voicing' if C; (or Cf) is
voiceless as compared to the condition where C,- (or
Cf) is voiced. This may be seen as a kind of empha-
sized articulatory contrast. The listener's compen-
sation for this articulatory contrast will lead to
the perception of the same sequence in all contexts.
If, however, the stimulus is ambiguous, as was the
case in the present experiment, the same mechanism
will result in the perception of a more voiceless
sequence in a voiceless context, and a more voiced
sequence in a voiced context.

A2) Perceptual expectation of coarticulatory effects

The listener may be inclined to perceive the things
he expects, in other words he may be the victim of
selective perception. In order to explain our
results we must assume that the listener expects to
hear a voiceless C; (or C2) in combination with a
voiceless C; (or Cf). This expectation must be
based on facts in natural speech. Therefore, we have
to assume that voiceless consonants in the context
lead to devoicing of (some of) the nearby conso-
nants. From a coarticulatory viewpoint this is a
plausible position.

The hypotheses A1 and A2 are mutually exclusive,
since they assume opposite effects in production.
80, articulatory measurements must enable us to make
a choice between the two, or, in case no differences
are found, refute them both.

Bl) A perceptual-phonological explanation

In this purely perceptual hypothesis we assume that
a sequence of speech sounds is recognized in terms
of a sequence of 'bundles of phonological features'
to which phoneme labels are attached. Context
effects as the one found in Experiment 2 may occur
when a correctly identified feature of C; or (0:) is
erroneously attributed to C; or (C1). If this type
of erroneous attributions in fact occur at the pho-
nological level, it is likely that the acoustic
duration of the intervening phoneme (the vowel) is
of no consequence. In that case no effect of
(intervening) vowel length is expected. A second
factor that can be expected to induce this type of
attribution errors is the resemblance between the
two 'phonological feature bundles'. In a way similar
to the processes involved in producing slips of the
tongue, We may expect an increase in the number of
attribution errors if the two phonemes (context and
target) have more features in common.

82) A perceptual-phonetic explanation

In this hypothesis we assume that the error occurs
at a more peripheral level, viz. that of acoustic
cue integration. During this stage the acoustic
cues are held in a preperceptual auditory storage
(PAS) [9]. The time span of PAS is about 200-250 ms.
So, if the temporal distance between context phoneme
and target phoneme is less than this time span, the
cues for the two phonemes are simultaneously present
in PAS. In such a situation misattributions of cues
may occur, resulting in a cue being erroneously tak-
en as a voicing cue to the wrong sound segment. In
this way effects of voicing in the phonetic context
on the perception of voicing in C10; sequences may
be explained. Assuming that the 'strength' of cues
plays a role, we expect that such errors are likely
to be more frequent. with an increase in 'cue
strength' (voicedness or voicelessness) of the con-
text phonemes. So, the frequency of erroneous cue
attribution may be expected to be dependent on the
degree of voicedness or voicelessness. The notion
degree of voicing' may, for example, be operation-
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alized as the position of Ci (or Cr) on a Ivoicing
scalel depending on e.g. VOT (or V'I'I‘). Furthermore,
a greater temporal proximity of the context phoneme
and target phoneme may also promote misattributions
of voicing cues. So, the (phonological) duration of
the vowels intervening the context phoneme and the
target phoneme, that is the V's in a CiVCICzVCf
sequence, is expected to interact with the effect of
voicing in the phonetic context on the perception of
voicing invCIC; sequences.

The hypotheses El and 82 make different predictions
with respect to the effect of vowel duration and
with respect to a possible effect of the position of
Ci (or Cf) on the voicing scale.

In order to decide which of the four hypotheses out-
lined above prevails, two more experiments need to
be carried out. The first one, a production experi-
ment, will enable us to find out whether the context
affects articulation of the C102 sequence. If artic-
ulatory effects are found, we may decide on hypothe-
sis Al (perceptual compensation) if a voiceless con-
text (Ci and/or Cr) leads to more voicing in C1Cz:
or on hypothesis A2 (perceptual expectation) if it
leads to less voicing in Cn.
If no context effects are found in articulation
there is no ground to maintain hypotheses A1 and A2,
and a purely perceptual explanation would seem
appropriate. The crucial experiment for the choice
between hypotheses El and B2 would be one in which

the degree of voicing in the context and the dura‘
tion of the intervening vowels are varied. If pt?!"
ceptual errors result from an erroneous attribution
of already recognized phonological features, neither
gradations of voicing in the context, nor the dura-
tions of the vowel phonemes are expected to affect
the perception of voicing in the C1Cz sequence. If.
on the other hand, the errors are located in the cue

integration stage, we expect to find effects of gra-
dation of voicing and of vowel length.
The production experiment will be discussed in the
next section. The perception experiment has as yet
not been carried out.

5. The effect of voicing in the context on the PTO'
duction of C10; sequences

The production experiment did in fact consist of
three parts, referred to as part (a), (b). and (c)‘
respectively. In each of the three, five male SPPak'
ers participated, who were asked to read the stimu'
lus materials. The acoustic signal was recorded v18
a microphone, vocal fold activity by means of .8“
electrolaryngograph. Both these signals Were regls'
tered on photographic paper with a UV-recorder (5E
oscillograph 6008). In the oscillograms we related
the moment of voice termination (V'I'I‘) to that °f
oral closure, and the moment of voice onset (VOT? to
that of oral release. According to criteria derived
from single voiced and voiceless consonants, the
voicing status of C; and C; was assessed, and thus

whether assimilation of voice had occurred or “01:“
For a detailed description of the procedure and Ctl‘
teria. see [12].

In part (a) the stimuli were the same as in the
previous experiment, embedded in a short carrnjrr

phrase, viz. 'doe die C; VC1C2VCf om'. Employing this
type of stimuli resulted in a very low frequency 0
produced assimilation in obstruent-stop sequence?
(all'obstruent-fricative sequences were progresswe
1y assimilated). This was probably due to the fa“
that the speakers were aware of the central role °f
the nonword (the only element to vary in the sen',
tences) and may therefore have been inclined to pro;
nounce it with great care. So, we had five “he
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speakers read two additional series (parts (b) and

(c)) consisting of meaningful sentences in which the
010; sequence was part of two adjacent words
(C:VC;-C1VCf). In these sentences Cs and Cf were

either voiceless (single consonants or consonant
clusters) or voiced (single nasals). The 01C;

sequences used in these two series were all heteror-
ganic obstruent-stop sequences. In part (b) the
C1C1 sequence followed a stressed syllable, in part

(c) it preceded a stressed syllable. 0n the text
sheet syllables that had to be stressed were under-
lined. The speakers were instructed to read the sen-

tences as spontaneously as possible.

Table 3: Frequencies of assimilation of voice as a
function of voicing in the context (in 2').

context (++) (-+) (--)

+...+ 31.7 41.7*26.7
-...+ 30.0 50.0 20.0
-...- 31.7 38.3 30.0
+...- 26.7 33.3 40.0

In contrast with part (a) assimilation of voice,
either regressively (i.e. two voiced consonants) or

PIOgressively (i.e. two voiceless consonants)
occurred rather frequently. In line with earlier
measurements [14] stress on the syllable preceding
the QC; sequence (part (b)) favoured progresswe
assimilation, and stress on the following syllable

(part (c)) favoured regressive assimilation. How-
ever, in none of the three parts of this experiment
did we observe a significant effect of voicing in
the context on the production of the C1Cz sequences,
that is on assimilation of voice in those sequences.

For this reason, and because the number of speakers
was rather low, we pooled the obstruent-stop data

from the three parts of the experiment. These pooled
data are given in Tables 3 and 4. As may be clear

groin the figures no significant context effect was
ound.

Table 4: Frequencies of produced voiced and voice-
less 01 and C; as a function of voicing in initial
and final context (in 2').

Context C1=(+) Cx=(') Cz=(+) Cz=(')

'+... 29.2 70.8 66.7 33.3
30.3 69.2 - 75.0 25.0

30.8 69.2 76.7 23.3
29.2 70.8 65.0 35.0

5- Conclusion

sin“ We did not find any effects of voicing in the
Phonetic context (C; and/or Cf) on the production of
the “IO-consonant sequence 010;, we conclude that

the“ results refute the first two hypotheses, viz.

Perceptual compensation (Al) and perceptual expecta-

ti°n (A2) of articulatory differences. Thus we are
left with the two purely perceptual hypotheses (Bl

and 32% The question of whether we have to look for
an explanation in terms of an erroneous attribution

°f a Phonological feature (that is to the wrong pho-

heme), Or whether the error occurs at the cue inte-

gmtion stage, cannot be settled by the present
data, To address this issue an experiment needs to

e run in which the degree of voicedness/
v°i¢e1essness in the context (C: and/or Cr) is sys-
t‘lmatifially varied by choosing C: and Cf from a con-

tm“1'11- Besides, by varying the time interval
etween context and target phoneme, we may be able
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to assess whether the domain over which phonetic
context effects do take place is determined in dura-
tional terms or in terms of number of phonemes, and

thus whether the effect originates in PAS, or from
misattributions on a higher, phonological level.
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produced with stronger 'voicing' if C; (or Cf) is
voiceless as compared to the condition where C,- (or
Cf) is voiced. This may be seen as a kind of empha-
sized articulatory contrast. The listener's compen-
sation for this articulatory contrast will lead to
the perception of the same sequence in all contexts.
If, however, the stimulus is ambiguous, as was the
case in the present experiment, the same mechanism
will result in the perception of a more voiceless
sequence in a voiceless context, and a more voiced
sequence in a voiced context.

A2) Perceptual expectation of coarticulatory effects

The listener may be inclined to perceive the things
he expects, in other words he may be the victim of
selective perception. In order to explain our
results we must assume that the listener expects to
hear a voiceless C; (or C2) in combination with a
voiceless C; (or Cf). This expectation must be
based on facts in natural speech. Therefore, we have
to assume that voiceless consonants in the context
lead to devoicing of (some of) the nearby conso-
nants. From a coarticulatory viewpoint this is a
plausible position.

The hypotheses A1 and A2 are mutually exclusive,
since they assume opposite effects in production.
So, articulatory measurements must enable us to make
a choice between the two, or, in case no differences
are found, refute them both.

Bl) A perceptual-phonological explanation

In this purely perceptual hypothesis we assume that
a sequence of speech sounds is recognized in terms
of a sequence of 'bundles of phonological features'
to which phoneme labels are attached. Context
effects as the one found in Experiment 2 may occur
when a correctly identified feature of C; or (Gt) is
erroneously attributed to C; or (C1). If this type
of erroneous attributions in fact occur at the pho-
nological level, it is likely that the acoustic
duration of the intervening phoneme (the vowel) is
of no consequence. In that case no effect of
(intervening) vowel length is expected. A second
factor that can be expected to induce this type of
attribution errors is the resemblance between the
two 'phonological feature bundles'. In a way similar
to the processes involved in producing slips of the
tongue, We may expect an increase in the number of
attribution errors if the two phonemes (context and
target) have more features in common.

82) A perceptual-phonetic explanation

In this hypothesis we assume that the error occurs
at a more peripheral level, viz. that of acoustic
cue integration. During this stage the acoustic
cues are held in a preperceptual auditory storage
(PAS) [9]. The time span of PAS is about 200-250 ms.
So, if the temporal distance between context phoneme
and target phoneme is less than this time span, the
cues for the two phonemes are simultaneously present
in PAS. In such a situation misattributions of cues
may occur, resulting in a cue being erroneously tak-
en as a voicing cue to the wrong sound segment. In
this way effects of voicing in the phonetic context
on the perception of voicing in C10; sequences may
be explained. Assuming that the 'strength' of cues
plays a role, we expect that such errors are likely
to be more frequent. with an increase in 'cue
strength' (voicedness or voicelessness) of the con-
text phonemes. So, the frequency of erroneous cue
attribution may be expected to be dependent on the
degree of voicedness or voicelessness. The notion
degree of voicing' may, for example, be operation-
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alized as the position of Ci (or Cr) on a Ivoicing
scalel depending on e.g. VOT (or VTI‘). Furthermore,
a greater temporal proximity of the context phoneme
and target phoneme may also promote misattributions
of voicing cues. So, the (phonological) duration of
the vowels intervening the context phoneme and the
target phoneme, that is the V's in a CiVCICzVCf
sequence, is expected to interact with the effect of
voicing in the phonetic context on the perception of
voicing invCIC; sequences.

The hypotheses El and 82 make different predictions
with respect to the effect of vowel duration and
with respect to a possible effect of the position of
Ci (or Cf) on the voicing scale.

In order to decide which of the four hypotheses out-
lined above prevails, two more experiments need to
be carried out. The first one, a production experi-
ment, will enable us to find out whether the context
affects articulation of the C102 sequence. If artic-
ulatory effects are found, we may decide on hypothe-
sis Al (perceptual compensation) if a voiceless con-
text (Ci and/or Cr) leads to more voicing in C1Cz:
or on hypothesis A2 (perceptual expectation) if it
leads to less voicing in Cn.
If no context effects are found in articulation
there is no ground to maintain hypotheses A1 and A2,
and a purely perceptual explanation would seem
appropriate. The crucial experiment for the choice
between hypotheses El and B2 would be one in which

the degree of voicing in the context and the dura‘
tion of the intervening vowels are varied. If per"
ceptual errors result from an erroneous attribution
of already recognized phonological features, neither
gradations of voicing in the context, nor the dura-
tions of the vowel phonemes are expected to affect
the perception of voicing in the C1Cz sequence. If.
on the other hand, the errors are located in the cue

integration stage, we expect to find effects of SW‘
dation of voicing and of vowel length.
The production experiment will be discussed in the
next section. The perception experiment has as yet
not been carried out.

5. The effect of voicing in the context on the PTO'
duction of C10; sequences

The production experiment did in fact consist of
three parts, referred to as part (a), (b). and (c)‘
respectively. In each of the three, five male SPPak'
ers participated, who were asked to read the stimu'
lus materials. The acoustic signal was recorded v18
a microphone, vocal fold activity by means of .8“
electrolaryngograph. Both these signals Were regls'
tered on photographic paper with a UV-recorder (5E
oscillograph 6008). In the oscillograms we related
the moment of voice termination (V'I'I‘) to that °f
oral closure, and the moment of voice onset (VOT? to
that of oral release. According to criteria derived
from single voiced and voiceless consonants, the
voicing status of C; and C; was assessed, and thus

whether assimilation of voice had occurred or “01:“
For a detailed description of the proced"'e and ”1‘
teria. see [12].

In part (a) the stimuli were the same as in the
previous experiment, embedded in a short carrler

phrase, viz. 'doe die C; VC1C2VCf om'. Employing this
type of stimuli resulted in a very low frequency 0
produced assimilation in obstruent-stop sequePCBf
(all'obstruent-fricative sequences were prc'gl'esswet
1y assimilated). This was probably due to the facf
that the speakers were aware of the central role °
the nonword (the only element to vary in the sen',
tences) and may therefore have been inclined to Pgo;
nounce it with great care. So, we had five 0‘: e
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speakers read two additional series (parts (b) and

(c)) consisting of meaningful sentences in which the
010; sequence was part of two adjacent words
(C:VC;-C1VCf). In these sentences Cs and Cf were

either voiceless (single consonants or consonant
clusters) or voiced (single nasals). The 01C;

sequences used in these two series were all heteror-
ganic obstruent-stop sequences. In part (b) the
axe, sequence followed a stressed syllable, in part
(c) it preceded a stressed syllable. 0n the text
sheet syllables that had to be stressed were under-
lined. The speakers were instructed to read the sen-

tences as spontaneously as possible.

Table 3: Frequencies of assimilation of voice as a
function of voicing in the context (in 2').

context (++) (-+) (--)

+...+ 31.7 41.7*26.7
-...+ 30.0 50.0 20.0
-...- 31.7 38.3 30.0
+...- 26.7 33.3 40.0

In contrast with part (a) assimilation of voice,
either regressively (i.e. two voiced consonants) or

Progressively (i.e. two voiceless consonants)
occurred rather frequently. In line with earlier
measurements [14] stress on the syllable preceding
the QC; sequence (part (b)) favoured progresswe
assimilation, and stress on the following syllable

(part (c)) favoured regressive assimilation. How-
ever, in none of the three parts of this experiment
did we observe a significant effect of voicing in
the context on the production of the C1Cz sequences,
that is on assimilation of voice in those sequences.

For this reason, and because the number of speakers
was rather low, we pooled the obstruent-stop data
from the three parts of the experiment. These pooled
data are given in Tables 3 and lo. As may be clear

groin the figures no significant context effect was
ound.

Table 4: Frequencies of produced voiced and .voice-
1955 C: and C; as a function of voicing in initial
and final context (in 2').

Context C1=(+) Cx=(') Cz=(+) Cz=(')

'+... 29.2 70.8 66.7 33.3
30.3 69.2 - 75.0 25.0

30.8 69.2 76.7 23.3
29.2 70.8 65.0 35.0

5- Conclusion

SinCe we did not find any effects of voicing in the
Phonetic context (C; and/or Cf) on the production of
the “IO-consonant sequence 010;, we conclude that

the“ results refute the first two hypotheses, viz.

Perceptual compensation (Al) and perceptual expecta-

ti°n (A2) of articulatory differences. Thus we are
left with the two purely perceptual hypotheses (Bi

and 32% The question of whether we have to look for
an explanation in terms of an erroneous attribution

°f a Phonological feature (that is to the wrong pho-

heme), Or whether the error occurs at the cue inte-

gration stage, cannot be settled by the present
data, To address this issue an experiment needs to

e run in which the degree of voicedness/
v°i¢e1essness in the context (C: and/or Cr) 1s sys-
tgmatically varied by choosing C: and Cf from a con-
vtmuum. BesideS, by varying the time interval

etween context and target phoneme, we may be able
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to assess whether the domain over which phonetic
context effects do take place is determined in dura-
tional terms or in terms of number of phonemes, and

thus whether the effect originates in PAS, or from
misattributions on a higher, phonological level.
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